
  

 

Abstract—Up till now Science and technology has introduced 

a pointing device at almost every place where user interfaces 

with digital world. For example Mouse in desktop Computers, 

touchpad in laptops, touch screen in smart phones. In this paper 

a pattern extraction and matching based behavioral Biometric 

system which recognizes pattern made by the user using his 

pointing hardware device is proposed. The system distinguishes 

the authenticated from mimicked signature by the 

longestcommon subsequence (LCS) pattern matching technique. 

The system does not require any extra scanning hardware too. 

 

Index Terms—Pointing devices, pattern matching, biometric, 

longest common subsequence (LCS), authentication, 

verification. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics, the application of statistical analysis to 

identify individuals through their biological or physiological 

characteristics, is emerging as a key aspect in new security 

systems.Using biometrics it is possible to avoid pitfalls 

encountered with traditional security systems where users are 

required to keep information, such as passwords, safe [1]. 

Biometric data can be classified as physiological or 

behavioral [2]. Physiological data remains stable over time 

(barring injury), examples include fingerprints [3], iris and 

retinal scans [4], [5], and hand geometry measurements [6]. 

Behavioral data may change over time typical examples 

include signatures [7], [8], [9], [10], voice prints and typing 

styles. 

In this paper, I present a behavioral biometric verification 

system that will be used inplace of standard password match 

system. The biometric system improves upon the security 

level provided by password matching while greatly reducing 

the risk of dictionary-based attacks. The system uses no 

specialized equipment, requiring only a pointing device such 

as mouse, touch-pad or touch screen and a computer or a 

laptop or a touch-screen mobile device; other systems require 

specialist equipment such as scanners (e.g., fingerprint, iris, 

retinal) and microphones. 

A. Basic Concept 

Basic concept is to draw a pattern using mouse or touch 

pad which you can draw again later. The pattern can be 

anything like your signature, somebody’s name, a drawing or 

a symbol.  Later on you will draw the same thing and get 

authenticated. The system will recognize it as a sequence of 

patterns known as Tokens. These tokens have a unique token 

code which is saved in the sequence in which they occurred, 
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for future authentication. 

Although exactly the same pattern cannot be made every 

time but the sequence of occurrence of curves, turns, lines, 

circles, clicks etc in the pattern will be similar and the system 

bothers about that only.For example, see Fig. 1.0; a) it is 

made by touch screen and b) is made by a touch-pad. Though 

they both do not look alike because in touch-screen we can 

release the mouse and start drawing from another point but in 

touch-pad system, when we release the mouse and move to 

another location on the touch-pad, the screen pointer do not 

move to another place, it remains there where we left it. So it 

starts from the same position where we left. But the 

sequences of making the shapes are same in both the cases. 

The sequence is; 

1) Draw the outer circle. 

2) Draw the left eye. 

3) Draw the right eye. 

4) Draw a nose (line). 

5) Draw a smile. 

 

Fig. 1 

 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

System is based on the writing style of the user.  As shown 

in Fig. 2.0, (a) shows the signature on paper, (b) shows the 

same word on computer using mouse and (c) shows the same 

word on computer using touch pad. All these have 

approximately same subsequence of tokens. 

 

Fig. 2 

Unlike other systems [12], [7], [8], [13], [14], [15], [16], 

[17], [18], we use the mouse as the input device. We take this 

pattern as input to our biometric  

System and match it with the original pattern in our 

database.  

As shown in Fig. 2.1 the system takes the coordinates i.e. 

(x, y) coordinate of the pointer and then do pre-processing in 

which the change in angle of the vector joining the original 

pointer position and the previous pointer position and the 
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vector joining the original pointer position and next pointer 

position is recorded. This recorded data is sent to the next 

stage of feature extraction where we analyze and convert the 

pattern into token (pre-define standard simpler patterns). This 

refined data is sent for template generation. In template 

generation phase token codes are analyze and template file is 

generated which is stored for future authentication. When any 

data comes for authentication we call this file from store into 

matcher and perform matching with current data. 

 

Fig. 2.1 

A.  System Function 

The system functions in two distinct modes: registration 

and verification. During the registration phase, new users are 

required to select a username and input a chosen pattern 

multiple times (5 in our assumption). The gathered biometric 

data is processed to extract salient information. The details of 

the salient information, specifically, the feature points used 

for the authentic user are then stored in a template file. 

During verification, the user logs into the system by a 

username and signature. The user template file, retrieved 

from the store, contains details of the authentic user’s salient 

features; these features are then extracted from the input 

biometric data and sent to matcher for verification.  

B.  Data Acquisition 

Data acquisition is done in form of pointer coordinates (x, 

y) which keeps on refreshing as the pointer moves. So we can 

easily track the position of pointer and get to know the 

patterns.  
 

C.  Preprocessing 

Here system extracts tokens from the pattern in a 

sequential order irrespective of whether they are large or 

small and a rough time taken to make it. In this step we 

analyze the behavior of the pointer i.e. in which direction it is 

turning. 

As you may see in Fig. 2.2 that we are analyzing the 

movement of pointer by the change in angle of the vector 

joining the original pointer position and the previous pointer 

position and the vector joining the original pointer position 

and next pointer position is recorded. The angle between v1 

and v2 decides the movement of pointer. This data tells us 

what token it is building so that in next step we could easily 

build the token based replica of this pattern. 

 

Fig. 2.2 

D. Feature Extraction 

It is possible to represent a pattern using all information 

obtainable from the raw pattern trace.This is, however, 

undesirable because much of the data will not provide a 

significant degree of uniqueness or consistency. The usage of 

such information could, therefore, prove to be contradictive. 

Storing all of the information is also costly (in terms of space) 

and has implications for processing overheads when 

verifying signatures. A signature may be represented by a set 

of extracted features rather than all of the raw data. This 

system adapts a technique of token generation. In this the data 

is coded in form of already know pattern (refer to table I) 

which makes our matching work consistent. 

TABLE I 

 

In Fig. 2.3 token interpretation of a pattern is shown. This 

signature involves 28 sequential tokens  and the pattern code 

for the signature will be 

―0B02AB021595D504065B0596FF0D‖. 

 

Fig. 2.3 
 

E.  Template Generation 

The signature code obtained from feature extraction 

process is actually a hexadecimal code which is easy to store. 

During registration part, system asks for the same pattern 

five times from the new user. Of course the signature patterns 

will differ from each other. The System will take the Longest 

Common Subsequence of their pattern code and keep the 

weight of the LCS data into another array, let’s call it as 

Weight[]. Weight[] array contains 1’s in the beginning. Every 

time when Compute-Weight() function is called it will 

increment the respective bits of LCS in Weight[] by 1. This 

means that in the end, the pattern bits which are common in 

all 5 signatures will have it’sWeight[]bits equal to 5. Lets call 

it as strong bit and the Weight[] bits which are equal to 1 as 
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fault bit as it has not been encountered even twice. 

The ordinary LCS algorithm cannot be used here because 

there can be more than one longest common subsequence in 

the pattern code, so in that case the ordinary LCS algorithms 

[25],[26],[27],[28] will take the one which occurred in the 

end but we have to take the one with greater sum of 

LCS-weight. So I modified and priorities it on the basis of 

weight. In Fig. 2.4 the procedure followed by LCS-weight() 

algorithm is shown; the LCS obtained is [B→D→A→B] 

whose length is 4 and weight is 8 but in ordinary LCS 

algorithm the LCS obtained would be [B→C→B→A]  

whose length is also 4 and weight is 3, which is not 

acceptable. 

Let X and Y be two samples of signature, then; 

LCS-Weight(X, Y ) 

1.     m ← length[X] 

2.     n ← length[Y] 

3.     for i ← 0 to m 

4.     do c[i, 0] ← 0 

5.          b[i,0]="←" 

6.     for j ← 0 to n 

7.     do c[0, j ] ← 0 

8.          b[0,j]="↑" 

9.     for i ← 1 to m 

10.   do for j ← 1 to n 

11.        do if xi = yj 

12.             then c[i, j ] ← c[i − 1, j − 1] + weight[i] 

13.                     b[i, j ] ←―↖‖ 

14.             else if c[i − 1, j ] ≥ c[i, j − 1] 

15.             then c[i, j ] ← c[i − 1, j] 

16.                     b[i, j ] ← ―↑‖ 

17.             else c[i, j ] ← c[i, j − 1] 

18.                     b[i, j ] ← ―←‖ 

19.    return c and b 

LCS-Weight() algorithm will compute the longest 

common subsequence with maximum weight. The running 

time complexity of LCS-weight() algorithm is O(mn). The 

following method will increment the respective Weight[] bits 

of the LCS. 

Compute-Weight(b, X, i, j, Weight[] ) 

1.       ifi= 0 or j = 0 

2.  then return 

3.       ifb[i, j ] = ―↖‖ 

4.  thenWeight [xi]+=1 

5.                   Weight-LCS(b, X, i − 1, j − 1) 

6.       elseifb[i, j ] = ―↑‖ 

7.  thenWeight-LCS(b, X, i − 1, j ) 

8.       elseWeight-LCS(b, X, i, j − 1) 

The running time complexity of Compute-weight() 

algorithm is O(m). Next algorithm is Merge-array() which is 

used during registration phase. This algorithm merges two 

pattern codes who’s LCS has been computed in order to 

reduce data loss due to LCS. The running time complexity of 

Merge-arrays() algorithm is O(k), where k is m+n-l. In this 

way the next LCS will be computed between the merged 

pattern code and new pattern code. 

Merge-arrays(X, Y, b) 

1.   i ← length[X] 

2.   j ← length[Y] 

3.   k= m+n-(LCS-length(X,Y)) 

4.   while(k!= 0) 

5.   do if b[i,j]= "↖" 

6.      then c[k]= X[i] 

7.           weight[k]= weight[i] 

8.           i-- 

9.           j-- 

10.     else if b[i,j]= "←" 

11.     then c[k]= y[j] 

12.          weight[k]= 1 

13.          j-- 

14.     else c[k]= X[i] 

15.          weight[k]=weight[i] 

16.          i-- 

17.     k-- 

Repeating these algorithms for all five pattern codes, at last 

we get a combined pattern code and computed weight[].The 

running time complexity of whole registration phase will be 

O(mn).  For reducing time and memory complexity one may 

avoid fault bits in combined pattern code, but for the purpose 

of this research paper I leave it intact now. 

The overall signature will be termed strong if: 

1>it has at least 3 strong bits in Weight[]. 

2>the length of the pattern code is >12 bits. 

If the pattern satisfies these two conditions then it’s time to 

create a file containing user’s salient features. 

File (user, X, weight[], time) 

{ 

      USER_NAME = user 

      PATTERN_CODE = X 

      PATTERN_WEIGHT = weight[] 

      TIME_LIMIT = time 

} 

This file is stored and later on called by the user name field 

for authentication. 
 

F. MATCHING 

The system asks for the user-name and signature each time 

the user logs on to the application. The user-name is searched 

in the store for a match, if match is found then the respective 

file is extracted for verification. Now user will enter his 

signature which goes from stage 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 to 2.6 i.e. 

till matcher. In template generation phase (i.e. 2.5) only 

LCS-weight() algorithm is called. Here LCS-weight() 

algorithm is used in different manner than during registration 

period. Taking a close look at the algorithm you will find that 

c[n,m] value is actually containing the sum of the longest 

common subsequence. So LCS-weight() serves two purpose, 

firstly, finding the LCS and secondly, calculating the sum of 

LCS-weight bits. 

Matcher-LCS() algorithm return’s a Boolean value which 

determines whether the user is authentic or fake. It compares 

the sum of LCS weight bits with the total sum of the weight[] 

array. It should be minimum 85% of the total Sum of all 

Weight[] values. Moreover it also checks that all strong bits 

are matched. The running time complexity of Matcher-LCS() 

algorithm is O(m). 

Matcher-LCS(file, Y, c, b, time) 

1.  s = sum(file.PATTERN_WEIGHT) 

2.  m = length(file.PATTERN_CODE) 

3.  n = length(Y) 

4.  iffile.TIME_LIMIT ≈ time 

5.  then if c[m,n] ≥ (0.85 x s) 

6.       thenif Is-SPM(b,file.PATTERN_WEIGHT,m,n) 

7.           return TRUE 

8.  return FALSE 
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Is-SPM() algorithm checks for all Strong Points Matched. 

Is-SPM(b, weight, i, j ) 

1.   if i = 0 and j = 0 

2.      then return TRUE 

3.   if b[i, j ] = ―↖‖ 

4.      then Is-SPM(b, weight, i − 1, j − 1) 

5.   elseif b[i, j ] = ―↑‖ 

6.      then if weight[i] = 5 

7.              then return FALSE 

8.      else Is-SPM(b, weight, i − 1, j ) 

9.   else Is-SPM(b, weight, i, j − 1) 

The System do not expect that whole pattern will match. it 

see that: 

1> All the strong bits are matched. 

2> The Sum of all Weight[] values corresponding to the 

LCS (Output of LCS-weight()) should be 85% or above of 

the total sum of the Weight[] array values.  

3> Time taken in making the pattern should be 

approximately near to the original time taken. 

If these three conditions satisfy, we say that the signature is 

authentic and access is granted. 

 

III. APPLICATIONS 

The authentication system can be customized with any 

desktop based, internet based and mobile based applications 

requiring secure authentication. In addition to it cryptography 

and other biometric system or password authentication can 

also be customized with it. 

The performance of implementation of the system will be 

best with touch-screen applications because the accuracy 

level in taking the signature is very high and the use of stylus 

makes it moreover like writing with pen. The performance of 

implementation with mouse will be poor. A mouse-based 

signature test done by Ross A.J. Everitt and Peter W. 

Mcowan [19], achieves a fraudulent access rate of≈4.4 

percent, while authentic users access with a rate of≈99 

percent. They made use of ranking and genetic approach for 

their findings. 

The data acquisition and preprocessing has language based 

constrains, so that may be a problem area while customizing 

with any application. As the application can be in any 

language so integration is also tuff. So on the basis of 

statistical analysis of patterns on the particular application we 

may change the features extraction and matching constrains. 

 

IV. COMPARE AND CONTRAST WITH OTHER BIOMETRIC 

SYSTEM 

This Biometric system do not require any extra scanning 

device as required by fingerprints [3], iris and retinal scans 

[4], [5], and hand geometry measurements [6]. The pointer 

devices which are required are generally in-build with 

desktop, laptop and touch screen devices. So this seems to be 

the best authentication system we may have in near future. 

The on-paper signature is easy to copy because it is visible, 

so one may  practice and may get perfect in copying it, but the 

pointer signature are neither visible nor has it copy saved. 

The user signs on blank screen with no mark of the pointer 

movement. It seems like the user is shaking his mouse like 

that only. 

It is protected from Dictionary based attacks and key 

loggers, so it provides better authentication than password 

protection. Moreover it will provide better level of security in 

doing transactions in cyber cafes.  

It provides extreme level of flexibility while choosing the 

signature. The signature can be anything- symbol, name or 

any language.  

It do not require series of test or more than five time input 

during registration phase, as in Ross A.J.Everitt and Peter W. 

Mcowan [19] menuscript, which take 25 times the same 

signature in learning phase. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has introduced a new approach for providing 

secure access to the daily used computer and mobile systems 

using biometric verification. It authenticate the user in O(mn) 

time complexity. The system does not use any sequence of 

tests [24] or asks for any password, so this makes it 

user-friendly. The system is novel because it is to the best of 

the authors’ knowledge, the only Pointer-based 

authentication system for desktop, internet and mobile 

devices to be proposed at this point in time. The system is 

specifically designed for use in a potentially hostile real 

world environment with uncontrolled and non standard 

equipment. 

The benefits over other biometric system make this 

approach better amongst all. So it may be predicted that the 

False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) 

of the proposed system will also be better as compared to 

other biometric systems. 

Up till now paper-signatures authenticate your access over 

physical world entities but after the implementation of this 

system, digital world will also be accessed by our signatures. 
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